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A worker
[remembers
Pearl Harbor
by F e l i x Martin, Labor Editor
Fifty years ago I was a sailor in the U.S. Navy on the
ship, the USS Vestal, at Pearl Harbor. The American
capitalist news media has made such a big deal about
the 50th anniversary of the Japanese attack that I want
to state what it means to me—as a worker and as someone who almost lost his life that December day.
Since Dec. 7, 1941 we've been told to "Remember
Pearl Harbor," the same as our grandparents before us
remembered the Maine, remembered the Alamo. It is a
rallying cry for American workers and the poor to arm
themselves to protect American capitalism and to help
expand capitalism throughout the world.
When I try to remember my part in Pearl Harbor, it
seems a really bad dream. On Saturday, the day before,
we had had the Admiral's inspection of the entire fleet,
and that left all of us sailors pleased and tired. Dec. 7,
1941 began by having an extra 30 minutes to sleep, like
we did every Sunday.
"THIS IS NOT A DRILL"
After breakfast I went down to the deck below to the
mess hall to read. I had been there just a few minutes
when the boatswain's mate sounded General Quarters
alarm: "This is not a drill. Man your battle stations."
The first bomb hit our ship. It came through the mess
hall, killing the chief master-at-arms.
I ran out, and as I crossed the well deck, a plane
strafed us. The red tracers hit and jumped back into the
air, spinning and dancing before my eyes. Then I entered a long passageway leading to the aft part of the
ship and to my gun station. As I came out of the passageway, another bomb hit the ship and exploded in the
carpenter's shop below.
The next thing I remember was when the fighting
was ending. I remember seeing blood on the shells, and
we were trying to find out where the blood was coming
from. Our third shell man had lost his fingers. He was
only 17 years old. We were issued rifles, and we went
into the cane fields, dug fox holes and waited for the invasion that never came.
Forty-four months later the war ended, but the big
change in my attitude didn't come until the Korean
War. I was sent to a ship moored in Japan. I went there
to get it back into commission, and I was in charge of a
(continued on page 3)
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Crises in labor and Black movements
compel new philosophic beginnings
by Michael Connolly
Throughout the month of November, news of the ever-deepening economic crisis in the U.S. and its impact on workers' lives vied with news
of the latest outbursts of racism
against Black Americans for the
headlines in the daily newspapers.
Whether one looks at the soaring
number of jobless workers or the
continuing decline in the standard of
living of those fortunate enough to
still be working, whether one focuses
on the David Duke campaign in Louisiana or the racism stage-managed
from the White House, whether one
considers the eroding Ipower of the
unions or the appointment of Clarence Thomas to the Supreme Court,
it is clear that the retrogression in
this country has reached new depths
as we enter this presidential election
year.
At the same time, the sudden pre- Workers at Delta Pride walked the picket line for three months until
cipitous drop in George Bush's stand- company agreed to raise wages and improve safety.
ing in the polls has nothing to do
with any challenge offered by the
Maine so many are out of work that a barter economy
Democrats and everything to do with the fact that milnot seen there since the 1930s has now sprung
lions of workers, Blacks, women and youth are refusing
up—firewood for auto repairs. In inner city Detroit welto accept the Administration's vision of this
fare recipients thrown out on the street when the state
retrogressionist present as their permanent future. For
cut all General Assistance have created a tent city called
all of us the urgent question is: how do we develop this
"Engler." In Monterey County, Cal., migrant workers
refusal into a movement for a human society? How do
are living in hand-dug caves just ten miles from the
we alter the terms of the struggle at a moment when
ritzy
Pebble Beach golf course.
Bush is seeking to impose his "new world order," not
The press may have just discovered the economic
only abroad, but at home?
crisis; workers have seen it coming all through the
AN ECONOMY IN DISARRAY
giddy whirl of 1980s Reaganomics. The hard fact is
The need for such a movement has never been clearthat ever since the economic crisis of 1974-75 the
er. In November the official number of jobless jumped
standard of living of American workers has been in
to 8.6 million, with nearly 500,000 new unemployment
decline. The average manufacturing worker's real
claims filed each week. Even conservative economists
wages in 1991 are nearly 30% less than they were at
admitted that this is understated. The real jobless total,
the start of the 1970s.
with so-called "discouraged" workers and "involuntary
The numbers are staggering. No less than 24 million
part timers" added in, has now reached over 15 milAmericans now depend on food stamps to eat. At least
lion.
37 million have no health insurance whatsoever. WelNor is the crisis confined to any one region. In rural
fare benefits nationally have fallen 40% in real dollars
since 1970.
In short, it was not only the Russian economy that
was bankrupted by the Reagan-led nuclear arms race of
the 1980s. That arms race is being paid for, again and
again, by the working class.
Yet, at such a moment of crisis and in the face of the
continuing corporate-government assault on the workern European regimes is that it has created an illuing class, what we are witnessing now is organized labor
sion of a failed Marxism. The world now is being diin disarray. Barely 14% of U.S. non-supervisory workers
rected by those who announced the failure of Marxtoday belong to unions; AFL-CIO campaigns to "organism. The fact is they are only seeking the implemenize the unorganized" are barely managing to keep that
tation of another totalitarianism—the totalitarianfigure from dropping still further. Where in the 1980s
ism of capitalism.
private sector unions signed "concessions" contracts,
The world has been told by Western media, the govreducing wages and benefits and endangering health
ernments, major political parties, and recently the Rusand safety, the 1990s have already seen the "concessian "reformers," that there is no alternative, and that
sions" offensive hit home against public sector workcapitalism—best represented by the Bush, Major and
ers—the one segment of the union movement that grew
Mulroney administrations and their big corporation
in the 1980s.
sponsors—is the only correct path to an ideal world.
The source of the disarray in the union movement
Such an effort simply reminds us of Marx's analysis on
isn't workers' "backwardness" or their alleged unwillthe "ruling class" and "ruling ideas": in order to mainingness to fight. The long strikes at Rainfair in Wiscontain its rule, the ruling class must "represent its intersin and Caterpillar in Illinois underline workers' creaests as the common interest of all members of society,
tivity and determination.
that is, expressed in ideal form: it has to give its ideas
So deep, however, is the present structural crisis of
the form of universality, and represent them as the only
capitalism and so disoriented are all the would-be leadrational, universally valid ones."
ers of the workers—whether "business unionists" or
TO AVOID THIS trap we should return to genu"radicals"—that much more than a willingness to fight
ine Marxism, which neither the Russians nor the Chiis needed. There is no way to create a new movement
nese have much an idea of, for the ruling groups in
that includes both workers now in unions and those left
these countries have never really tried to implement the
out, and thereby challenge Bush's "new world order,"
theory as developed by Marx. As a result the people are
so long as we remain within its mental confines.
fed up with the official versions.
THE HISTORIC-PHILOSOPHIC CONTEXT
Many Westerners are not acquainted with Marxism,
A new beginning—whether for the labor movement or
for Marxism has been deliberately distorted by those
(continued on page 10)
who call themselves liberals. Its very revolutionary spirit, its penetrating power of social analysis scares them.
It is certainly unwise to throw away Marxism before
we really grasp it. In fact, to discard Marxism is tantaFrom
the
Writings
of
Raya
mount to a total surrender to totalitarianism, which is
Dunayevskaya—Capitalist
production/
what all ruling classes, both in the East and West, have
Alienated Labor
».p.4
been trying to achieve. While Marxism may not provide
Editorial—Bush
s u p p o r t s China's
all answers to our questions today, it can at least break
d e s p o t i c rule
.p.5
the newly formed totality of capitalism and offer hope
for genuine democracy. It will not be long before the
Essay
Article—The
Marxist Humanist
people in the Eastern European countries as well as in
L e g a c y of F r a n t z F a n o n
p.8
the Soviet Union wake from the illusion of capitalism.

Thoughts on collapse of Russian Communism
Editor's note: The dissident whose writing we present below has previously written critiques of the ruling regime in
China (See News & Letters, Aug.-Sept. 1989.)
The recent developments in the Soviet Union are
rather disturbing, mainly because of the desperation
shown by the "reformists" to negate the nation's history (particularly the October Revolution) and to embrace
the U.S. as a savior.
It was disturbing to see the "radical" population in
Leningrad welcome back a past autocracy, as if the Czar
had ever granted happiness to the majority of the populace. It was also disturbing to hear the foreign minister
of the Russian Republic praising the White House for
being the "heart of the democracy," whereas this
"heart of democracy" at the beginning of this year directed a massive slaughter in the Middle East for North
American interests. This "heart of democracy" has not
ceased in issuing commands toward the promotion of its
hegemony over the world.
WHETHER THE RUSSIAN'S tribute to the
autocracy and the Bush administration was a genuine
or strategic move, it is clear that neither will bring the
country out of crisis. The crisis is not merely economic.
It is more a crisis of identity, which is closely related to
ideology; the revolutionary, socialist consciousness that
had emerged around the turn of the century has gone.
Many have announced that the collapse of the totalitarian regimes in Eastern Europe and the crisis of the
Soviet Union marked the defeat of socialism and Marxism. Indeed, Western governments and major political
parties could not wait to celebrate the triumph of capitalism, although what the above events provided was no
more than justifications for the systems at home. The
breakdown of Eastern European totalitarian regimes
can serve as propaganda materials and a temporary rescue for systems that are struggling to survive themselves, but it certainly cannot save the crumbling West
from its own deep trouble.
The danger that emerged from the fall of the East-
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Woman as Reason
by Laurie Cashdan
Patricia Hill Collins' Black F e m i n i s t Thought (Boston, 1990) especially appealed to me when I saw its subtitle, "Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of
Empowerment," because it projects the need to unite
Black feminist thought with activism. Likewise, I was
impressed with the book's emphasis on reclaiming the
"subjugated knowledge" of ordinary Black women.
Indeed, Collins begins by invoking Maria Stewart's
1831 question, "How long shall the fair daughters of Africa be compelled to bury their minds and talents beneath a load of iron pots and kettles?" The goal of Black
feminist thought, Collins says, is not to raise consciousness, but to stimulate resistance by rearticulating women's thinking about everyday experiences. Her unique
contribution to that project is developing an Afrocentric
feminist epistemology.

'SUBJUGATED KNOWLEDGE'

P a r t I, "The Social Construction of Black Feminist
Thought," outlines "the dialectic of oppression and activism." Key to Black women's survival and resistance,
Collins says, is self-consciousness which combats the
suppression of knowledge by dominant groups. The "peculiar angle of vision" Black women have as "outsiderswithin" white American society constitutes a "subjugated knowledge," which needs rearticulation by Black
feminist intellectuals.
Part II, "Core Themes in Black Feminist Thought,"
explores* work, motherhood, sexuality, activism, selfdefinition, and "controlling images." Here Collins interweaves women workers' reflections on their experiences
with the writings of intellectuals—including blues singers' lyrics and wonderful quotes from domestic workers
and community activists who sharply critique not only
racist employers but also narrow-minded white feminists and Black male activists.
However, when Collins develops her original ideas
about Afrocentric feminist epistemology in Part III,
a disturbing duality emerges between her theory
and the women s h e h a s been quoting. She argues
that her epistemology challenges the "Eurocentric
masculinist knowledge validation process." Positivist Western thought, in which she unfortunately includes Marxism, creates supposedly "scientific," "objective" generalizations about reality. This process
distances the (white, male) academic from his
(Black, female) subject, devalues ethics and values
important t o Black women, and prefers debate to
dialogue.
To this "either/or dichotomous thinking" she counter-poses the "both/and" knowledge of Black feminist
thought, which she says is found in Afrocentric and
women's communities. This thought values experience
as a basis for knowledge, dialogue over debate, an ethic
of caring in the community, and personal accountability
of writers.
But what, I was left asking, happened to all the
tremendously prescient critiques Collins has been
quoting for 200 pages? T h e most unique aspect of
those voices w a s t h e challenge t h e y posed to contradictions within women's and Black organizations.
Now we are confronted with an uncritical discussion
of the institutions—community, family, and church—we
just heard critiqued by Maria Stewart chiding her sisters for "bury [ing] their minds and talents"; by Aretha
Franklin demanding of her man "a little respect when
you come home"; by Septima Clark challenging t h e
male leaders of the Southern Christian Leadership Con-

Nurses: 'universal energy'
New
York, N.Y.-On
Nov. 15 more than 100
nurses attended a conference in Pennsylvania organized
by Local 1199, the health care workers' union. The purpose was to prepare in advance for a hard struggle next
year in negotiating a new contract.
I was appointed to be the reporter for two workshops,
each lasting about 90 minutes. They included 20 health
care workers, mostly nurses. We spoke about our daily
working lives—what we do and what we think of it.
Despite all the particulars in our various situations, w e came to similar conclusions. Nurses do everything. And by doing so, w e become the "fall guys"
for doctors and administrators. We bridge gaps between patients and the other health workers, and
between patients and their families. It's like everybody's problems are our problems. We are decisionmakers, constant teachers, surrogate family, law-enforcers, dieticians, and in the forefront of identifying and tracking communicable diseases.
One nurse, who came from India, said, "We share
with individuals and families birth, in between, and
death, all stages of life. We are the universal energy."
As in our nursing education, we all found it hard to
define ourselves in one way. Despite all the technology,
we are the ones who give the human touch. We find it
hard to quantify working time, because when you go
home, you are still thinking about your work.
There was a general feeling among the nurses that
only we recognize what we are doing, and wonder is it
good ©r bad that we do all we do? Dennis Rivera, head
of 1199, on hearing our reports, said t h e reports were
good, but the nurses were missing the "idea of labor"—that there wasn't much in our reports about " t h e
labor movement." I didn't understand why he said that,
and we didn't have the chance to discuss it.
—New York nurse
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"Black Feminist Thought"
ference for keeping women behind the scenes. That
meaning is reburied beneath Collins "rearticulation."

WOMAN AS REASON'
This duality brings front and center the question of
how to comprehend as "Reason of revolution," in Raya
Dunayevskaya's words, the consciousness of Black women. In trying to move beyond this duality, it is helpful to
look at Dunayevskaya's Rosa Luxemburg, Women's
Liberation, and Marx's Philosophy of Revolution, especially Part Two, "The Women's Liberation Movement
as Revolutionary Force and Reason."
Dunayevskaya also begins with Maria Stewart. Here
when we hear Stewart it is to show the emergence of
Women's Liberation as a live presence, in the same year
as Nat Turner's slave revolt. Sojourner Truth's term
"short-minded," Dunayevskaya tells us, is not just an
epithet but " a new language—the language of
thought—against those who would put any limitations
to freedom."
Dunayevskaya shows us that in today's movement,
these Black voices involve revolutionary Reason because they speak to both the depth of the needed
uprooting of society and the "dual rhythm of revolution," which includes the release of "personal freedom, creativity and talents." "In a word," she writes,
"there must be such appreciation of the movement
from below, from practice, that w e never again let
theory and practice get separated."
Collins' epistemology takes her far from the revolutionary Reason in the voices she quoted. Her questions
are important; it is crucial to work out the relationship
between "knowledge, consciousness and the politics of
empowerment." However, a methodology that grasps
the historic legacy of Black women in ongoing struggles
cannot remain external to its Subject without resurrecting a barrier between theory and practice.
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The Era of Glasnost
Has Just Begun
by Tatyana Mamonova
J
Editor's note: Following are brief excerpts from an extensive report sent to us by one of the founders of the Russian':
Women's Movement, the author of Women and Russia.,
Following its publication in 1980, Tatyana Mamonova,
was arrested and sent into exile where she has continued her work for women's liberation.
In March 1991, Dubna, a beautiful town near Moscow, welcomed about 200 women from 48 different
groups, associations and parties, as well as individuals
from 2S localities. The motto of this Independent Women's Forum was "Democracy minus women is no de-|
mocraey."
'
Four main themes appeared on its agenda: Women
and politics; Women and the transition to the market
economy; Feminist critics of the totalitarian culture;
and, for the first time in the U.S.S.R., women felt confident enough to have a session on Women and violence.
Women in the Russia of the 1990s see that socioeconomic, political and cultural discrimination
against them existed in spite of a wonderful constitution. During perestroika thousands of women's organizations sprung up around the country.
Assessing perspectives for a worsening of the economic crises and its consequences for women, the Forum in
Dubna accepted the idea of social leadership in politics
and in business.... They are forming a system for teaching necessary skills to women and developing new jobs
for them. They are opposing the stereotypical view of
women as sexual objects that escalated with glasnost.
Gender studies are including, finally, the implementation of the UN convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination Against Women.
In this outburst of independence, women's organizations pose such questions as, "Why is this country,
which was the first to master the cosmos, unable to
provide women with sanitary napkins or drugs for
labor pain? Why, except for Alexandra Kollontai, in
the 1920s, have there been no women diplomats and,
with the exception of Ekaterina Furtseva in the
1960s, no women m i n i s t e r s ? "
Women scientists and politicians are warning that Soviet women may lose the social guarantees (free medical
care and education) which were some of the few positive
aspects of the falling regime.
Boris Yeltsin said he might bring back an old symbol
of Imperial Russian power—the two-headed eagle which
used to appear on the czarist flag. The Russian president did say that he would leave off the crown that once
adorned it. People joke: "He only meant to place it on
his own head."
To the participants of the Independent Forum it is
clear that women are more than mothers and hence
they are pro-choice. They believe that women them-j
selves ought to be able to decide how they wish to organize their lives on a basis of equality.... The main concern of the participants during this transition period is
whether women will be able to raise their own voices or
whether they will remain a silent and manipulated social majority.

County workers revolt
—News & Letters photo

by Mary J o Grey
In downtown Chicago, 111. on Nov. 16, more than 600
angry, determined and very spirited demonstrators
marched for abortion rights. Chanting "We will not
go back!" w e demanded safe, legal, funded abortions; no gag rule; no parental consent laws; and
stop the attacks on clinics. The action w a s planned
by a wide ranging coalition that formed after bourgeois women's groups cancelled a planned demonstration for fear of alienating legislators.
* * *
The 800 workers at Comtrade Apparels, Ltd. in Bangladesh, most of whom are women and children, are in the
streets again fighting a factory lockout—another in a
long history of company attempts to break their Garment Workers and Employees Unity Council. The workers are demonstrating regularly to demand: 1) investigation and punishment of bosses who beat two women
workers in October, as well as withdrawal of charges
against the workers, and 2) reopening the factory immediately and reinstating all of the workers.
Information from Committee for Asian Women
* * *
The Brigham Young University Committee to Promote
the Status of Women is calling for a male curfew on
that Utah campus after an attack on a young woman
last month. The women are demanding at least "one
night a week to walk across our own campus unaccompanied and unafraid."
Women in Britain are campaigning to reopen the case of
Kiranjit Ahlawali, a 33-year-old Asian woman convicted
by an all-white, predominantly male jury of killing her
abusive husband after suffering 10 years of violence in
an arranged marriage. Sara Thornton, a battered woman convicted of killing her husband and supported by
Southall Black Sisters, after a three-week hunger strike
and a 5,000-signature petition, was unable to overturn
the ruling of the court that sentenced her to prison
when two days later it acquitted a man who killed his
wife. A London demonstration was held Nov. 23 on International Day to End Violence Against Women.

Los Angeles,
Cal.-ln October and November, Los
Angeles County workers—nurses, librarians, court
clerks, custodians, social workers, parks maintenance
personnel—staged a series of walkouts, some organized
by their union, t h e Service Employees International
Union Local 660, and some spontaneous.
They were protesting County foot-dragging on a new,
decent contract: the County's initial offer entailed no
pay raise, except for the nurses, and increased pay deductions for parking fees (formerly free) and the contract health plan.
After threatening to call all County workers out
on a one-day "general strike," the union claimed a
victory "in principle," when the County agreed to
continue to pay workers' health benefits. Below are
voices from the picket lines:
From a nurse, a woman from India:
"People say
we're greedy for asking for more money, but only if we
earn higher salaries will more nurses be attracted to
work for the County. We earn less than nurses anywhere. There are 1,000 vacancies here, which means
more work for us and poorer care for the patients. We
don't want promises. We want dignity and respect and
security."
From a hospital clerk, a Black woman: "You see our
signs? They say, 'Fire the $6 Million Man.' We're talking about County Administrator Richard Dixon. He
spent six million dollars to redecorate his offices. He has
a gold-plated doorknob. The County's attitude to us is
real arrogant. They don't seem to realize a person just
can't even live anymore on what they pay."
From a Social Services worker, a Black man: "It's Depression that people are feeling—not what the administration is saying, a recession that is 'bottoming out.'
"We're seeing people laid off from auto, from aircraft. These are people w h o have contributed to unemployment insurance, but are not used to asking
for aid. When they find out how little is available to
them, that's like another kick in the butt.
"There's a high level of frustration on both sides. The
system pits people who are trying to help against those
who need help. We need a reduced case load, but each
worker just keeps getting more clients. We can't stand
any longer to work under these conditions."
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Teamster: can reform make a difference?
New York, N.Y.—As we go to press, ballots are
being counted in the first direct rank-and-file vote for
Teamsters Union International officers for the U.S. and
Canada. I want to explain why, as a freight Teamster, I
voted for the Ron Carey opposition slate.
All around us our jobs are being done for half pay by
non-union carriers. Drivers and dock workers with
years of seniority start all over again as casuals (shapeup) with no rights, no steady work, at 85% pay as their
unionized terminals shut down or go non-union. Meanwhile our union officials collect multiple salaries out of
the hard-earned dues of 1.6 million Teamsters, leaving
the International money for only six organizers.
The 1980s saw this union lose many thousands of
members as trucking was deregulated and union-busting became the law of the land. Teamsters leaders responded with sweetheart contracts and concessions.
Contract after contract that a majority of members had
voted down was rammed down our throats with the
two-thirds majority rule. This led to the rank and file
overturning that rule and, at the Teamsters convention
this summer, winning other victories such as a $200 per
week strike benefit and getting rid of the leaders' fleet
of private jets.
RANK-AND-FILE REBELLION
It was this rank-and-file opposition that made the corruption of former Teamsters president Jackie Presser so
blatant that the federal government felt it had to get involved. Maybe they feared this growing rank-and-file rebellion would lead to national transportation strikes out
of the control of the union.
The feds set up this direct election, something the
rank and file, and in particular the opposition group,

Women's Liberation and
the Dialectics of Revolution
a 35-year collection of e s s a y s

by Raya Dunayevskaya
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Rockwell layoffs, cuts

Teamsters for a Democratic Union (TDU), had long
fought for. If it was just the federal government running an election, it would mean nothing, but it was the
rank-and-file opposition, the rejected contracts, that
pushed it to this.
What R.V. Durham, who is the candidate of the old
guard, has tried to do is to throw enough mud that we'll
say: they're all crooks so why vote, they're all the
same—which is a lot of the response I have heard on
the job. It is not a question of liking his opponent, Ron
Carey. Carey has been practicing business unionism for
24 years as president of Local 804. I have found enough
drivers who don't have a good word to say for him. I
voted for the Carey slate, which has several genuine reformers from TDU on it.
NO ILLUSIONS
I know workers have experienced many reform slates
which have won office in many unions over the years,
only to turn out to be just like those they replaced.
There are no illusions among most Teamsters that voting in Carey will really bring about change. I don't
think that illusion is the danger. The same rank-and-file
rebellion that elects his slate will push and kick them to

Los Angeles, Cal.—l work at Rockwell in Anaheim, where in the last two years they've probably laid
off 6,500 workers. This never has been reported in the
papers, except when 500 were laid off when the government cancelled one project. There are about 900 union
workers left at Rockwell, down from over 3,000.
Recently the guards were threatened with wage cuts
to force them to sign a contract that would allow 25%
part-time workers. The guards have a no-strike clause,
and they know that one of these days the company is
going to lock them out and they won't have a job. We
told the committeeman, they are screwing the guards. If
we don't get together and start complaining and put up
the picket signs, they are going to shaft us next.
Rockwell has a rule now that you have to work 40
hours before you get any overtime pay. If you work 16
hours one day, but miss a day, that overtime is considered straight time. In one department the company is
allowed to replace an employee who quits with a parttime employee for up to 54 days. The part-time workers
were supposed to be there only to do overtime work.
Now they are replacing full timers with part timers and
telling us if we don't like it to file a grievance.
Rockwell knows the union will not do anything. You
can see it at McDonnell Douglas. Owen Bieber (president of the United Auto Workers) came out and jumped
the chairman of the shop committee, slapped him on the
wrist, and the contract was passed. The company got exactly what it wanted, and the International union
helped. Rockwell knows the International can whip the
workers into shape.
Look at the auto jobs we have lost, all the aerospace
jobs we have lost. The union here worked with the company to lobby for a government project which is now being done at a non-union plant. These union guys don't
give a damn. Their salaries aren't cut. They get golden
parachutes! And here is the worker living in poverty.
Work all your life on the job and retire into poverty. I
don't know how people can live on social security.
—Rockwell worker

carry out their campaign pledges—and vote them out if
they have to.
The point is not in electing Carey, but in trying to get
a foothold to start taking back our union. I think of the
coal miners and their experience with Tony Boyle.
Wouldn't they tell us it's important to at least get a
leadership that you can disagree with and your whole
family doesn't get murdered in their beds?
The greater danger is in saying it's no use. Durham,
just like the Republicans, wants ordinary people to believe there is nothing we can do to oppose them, that
it's no use to fight or think our own thoughts. That's
why I see a victory for Carey as a protest, a rebellion,
and only a beginning—and maybe a turning point for
the biggest union in the United States, IF the rank and
file doesn't stop pushing, questioning and rebelling.
—John Marcotte

Retail nightmare

Workshop Talks
(continued from page 1)
crew of Japanese workers.
One young fellow was wearing a jacket which had
| some Japanese lettering on it. I asked him what the
| words were, and he told me it said "the Kamikaze." He
j had worn the jacket as a suicide pilot in World War II,
though he never did have to fly. The war ended and
'• that saved him. I told him how stupid I thought that
| was, to fly a plane into a ship and blow himself up along
with it. He asked me, if it was the Japanese navy off the
[ coast of California bombing the cities of the West Coast,
what would I do?
I began to think for myself for the first time. I asked
him, did he come from a poor family or was his family
well off? He said his dad was a worker and poor. For the
first time I began to see the war as a capitalist war, and
working people and the poor on both sides killing each
other and doing the dying while the capitalists and their
children were protected and got rich.
CAPITALIST RALLYING CALL
Fifty years later we see the capitalists on the losing
side, Japan, winning out economically over the capitalists on the American winning side. It's not just that the
American capitalists don't like this, but also that the
rulers are looking for all kinds of ways to turn workers'
attention away from blaming our own rulers and the
capitalist system for the misery right now in our
lives—no jobs, no health care, no toys for our kids for
Christmas.
I see these big doings over remembering Pearl Harbor
as a rallying call by the American capitalists to the
American workers to save them from the capitalists of
Japan—that is, work harder, don't complain, and when
'you do complain, make sure you blame the Japanese.
And when this country decides to go to war, as it did
against Iraq, and bomb cities and bury soldiers alive
with bulldozers, shovelling them into the sand—don't
even think that there might be something wrong or inhuman about that.
I am not saying that one capitalist is better than the
other capitalist, because the capitalists in each country
are the enemy of their own people. This whole system is
inhuman. We're still living in what Marx called the
"pre-history of humanity."
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Refinery police state
Editor's note: The following article is a leaflet distributed by workers at Union Oil of California (Unocal)
'hile picketing their plan t in November.
Over the past year there have been some changes at
Unocal's Los Angeles Refinery (LAR). Operation Desert
Shield and Operation Desert Storm were considered to
be valid reasons to allow the company to inspect our belongings when entering or leaving the refinery. Desert
Storm ended last winter and still the inspections continue. So, the threat of terrorism is not the reason for the
searches, it is to intimidate us and throw suspicion on
us.
Last spring, the company hired Ronald H. Phelps, a
retired LAPD [Los Angeles Police Department] officer
as director of security. He has definitely made some
changes. Now the guards sport jump suits, their pants
tucked into their combat boots, carrying handcuffs and
those big four-cell metal flashlights. Are these flashlights or .weapons?
Phelps has created his own little SWAT team here at
LAR. Now ask yourself, at whom or what is this paramilitary force aimed? It's not aimed at intruders on the
refinery grounds. We rarely get any. This is an attempt
to create a police state atmosphere inside LAR by
Unocal management through Gestapo tactics.
To justify the highest security budget in Unocal history, they have to get something on someone. Last Friday
[Nov. 1], he had drug sniffing dogs and special search
teams sweep through the contractors' and employees'
parking lots and the refinery lab. And, yes, they got results.
Three Unocal employees, OCAW [Oil, Chemical and
Atomic Workers union] members, were taken by the
shift foreman, off of their jobs, down to the parking lot,
forced to agree to let these special teams go through
their cars (upon threat of termination), and then (again,
upon threat of termination) forced to give urine samples.
These workers had done nothing wrong, created no
dangerous situation on the job. The special search
teams had simply found something they felt was suspicious in the cars of these workers. In one case rolling
papers for handrolled tobacco cigarettes. [Since this was
written, management has continued to harass this man
saying they will drug test him every time they see he
has rolling papers.]
What will be next? Why don't they spend money on
maintenance, where there is a real problem instead of
on suspicion and harassment?

Chicago, III— People are having bad times this
Christmas season and are cutting back on their shopping. That is really bad for those of us who work in retail jobs. When I first started in retail over ten years
ago, one could live on the pay, if you got the extra hours
during the holiday season. This year I am working on
the night shift at Toys R Us, because it is the only shift
where one may make more money. I am working over
six days a week and making the most money I ever
have.
One problem with working this shift is that it is so
cold on the truck and so hot on the sales floor that it
makes you sick. Another problem is that when all of
your friends are out and about during the day, you are
asleep, and when you start to wake up, they are asleep.
I am always sleepy, because eight hours of work is
forced out of us in less than half the time. If I am not at
work, then I am asleep. I feel like I am losing days and
weeks of my life. A statement by Marx iri Capital sums
up my alienation. He said that even if your payment
rises, as a worker your lot in life will always worsen.
On the night crew the so-called private deals the boss
uses to try to divide us are told to all, so all things are
done in the light of day. We are so united that if one
person has a problem with the boss, then we all have
the problem and are mad with the boss. That cannot
answer the problem in a total way, but it is something
good coming out of all this alienation.
—David L. Anderson

Low wage workers' forum
New York, N.Y.—A second conference entitled
"We Came to Work. Not to Die," publicized as a forum
on health and safety issues for "low wage workers and
people of color," took place Nov. 23 at Martin Luther
King High School. A majority of the participants were
Black women, and translations were made into Spanish,
Chinese, Creole and American Sign Language.
The keynote speaker was Joan Sharp of North Carolina, who is active with former Imperial Foods workers in
Hamlet, where 25 people were killed in a fire in September. Workers at Imperial Foods had made complaints
about conditions, "but the complaints didn't get past
the door." U.S.D.A. inspectors were there frequently,
but when workers tried to tell them about the many
safety violations, they said they were there to inspect
the meat, not the plant. Sharp called for help from
Northern workers for growing unionization struggles in
the South.
A group called Fuerza Unida from San Antonio, Texas, asked people to boycott Levi's and Docker's because
Levi Strauss has closed one plant and threatens to close
more. Fuerza Unida says the Free Trade Agreement will
mean unemployment, lower wages and deteriorating
working conditions. They are calling on workers in the
U.S., Mexico and Canada to unite against it.
Although the conference was undoubtedly helpful to
some of the participants, the speakers offered no solutions besides grieve-and-struggle unionism. A high point
was the speak-out in which women and men talked
about conditions on their jobs and what they are doing
to change them. It would have been interesting to hear
more of the thoughts of the rank-and-file workers in attendance about how to fight in a period of deteriorating
economic conditions and stultified and dying unions.
—N.Y. N&L participants

